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1 Introduction

As of 2009 there were 75 licensed areas within UK waters for marine aggregate extraction, with dredging activity taking place at any given point in time. In 2008, the dredged area totalled 137.9 km², extracting 21.24 millions tonnes of sand and gravel for the building and construction industry. There is concern that the extraction of marine aggregate has the potential to generate noise levels which could have a negative impact on marine species in or around the dredging area. There are many ways in which dredging can have an impact on marine life, although this paper deals only with the underwater noise generated and the potential impact it might have. For marine aggregate extraction, the type of dredger used is a trailing suction hopper dredger (TSHD). This type of dredger lowers a drag head and suction pipe to the sea floor, in water depths of up to 50 m, to extract the sand or gravel, depositing it in a hopper on the vessel. The vessel will often screen the dredged material for granular size and return the unwanted material and water over the side of the vessel. Such an operation can taken anything from as little as 3 hours to anything up to 12 hours, concentrated to a relatively small area. The vessels usually dredge in tight lanes, usually less than 2 km in length and up to 100 m in width.

There has been very little work in the UK on assessing the noise generated by marine aggregate extraction operations and its potential impact on aquatic life. The most extensive measurements of dredging activity was undertaken in the Beaufort Sea during oil exploration activities in the 1980’s, which
included a number of examples of suction dredgers which are summarised in publications by Greene (1987) and Richardson et al. (1995). Although mostly lower frequency measurements and not strictly comparable with dredger used in the UK for marine aggregate extraction, the measurements did indicate that suction dredging activities can generate similar source levels to those of larger tanker vessel when underway. Other measurements around Sakhalin Island, which were compared by Ainslie et al. (2009) to other vessels including the Overseas Harriette measured by Arveson and Vendittis (2000), do support this finding that dredgers whilst extracting aggregate, generate noise levels in the lower frequency region similar to those of larger tanker or cargo carriers whilst underway, as do other measurements in the UK which are not reported in the open literature.

This paper reports some initial results from measurements of one of the largest trailing suction hopper dredger vessels in the UK fleet, the *Sand Falcon*, and considers the noise it generates under different operating conditions.

### 2 Generation of noise from trailing suction hopper dredgers

The potential sound sources during a dredging activity are numerous and their relative contributions to the overall noise generally are mostly unknown. Due to the suction pipe, drag head, and the return of high volumes of excess water from the vessels hopper over the sides from both spillways and screening towers, the noise generated by this type of vessel is very different from that of conventional ship noise. Even though their transit speed is very slow whilst dredging, typically less than 1.5 knots, they have been shown to generate third-octave source levels at lower frequencies that are comparable to larger tankers and cargo vessels whilst underway at speed Ainslie et al. (2009) and Richardson et al. (1995).

The possible source mechanisms for a TSHD vessel whilst dredging will be propeller/thruster noise (very low speed), general hull radiated hull noise (this could include internal pumps), drag head noise, overboard pump noise, suction pipe noise and water and sediment discharge noise. The first two of these are common to other surface vessels, possibly with the exclusion of the large internal pumps on some vessels, but the other are unique to this type of dredging vessel and could radiate sound into water at
higher frequencies than those normally associated with surface vessels. The water and sediment discharge has the potential to generate bubbles in the water and therefore broadband noise. The suction pipe and overboard pump also have the potential to generate broadband noise through friction and cavitation respectively. The effect of the drag head is more difficult to postulate but it is possible that it could generate some vibration in the seabed.

3 Measurement methodology

In order to measure the noise generated from the dredging vessel, a series of static measurement locations were used whilst the dredger passed by dredging with screening, pumping only water (drag head lifted), and dragging its drag head whilst not pumping (pumps off).

The static measurement locations were provided by noise monitoring buoys, designed and manufactured by Loughborough University, UK, positioned at around 20-40 m and 500 m, and by a survey vessel positioned around 100 m off the dredging lane. The buoys were aligned to form a normal intersect with the dredging lane, whilst the measurement vessel was set off this transect slightly. Both the buoys and the measurement vessel were positioned to measure the dredger along the centre portion of its dredging lane length, which was around 1 km in length. The positions of the buoys and measurement vessel were marked with GPS whilst the complete track for the dredging vessel, the Sand Falcon was provided by the vessel operators, Cemex UK, for the entire duration of dredging.

The survey vessel was used to deploy a broadband acoustic measurement system and a CTD to determine the sound speed profile. The acoustic measurement system deployed from the survey vessel consisted of two Reson TC4032 low noise hydrophones on a weighted line with an integral bungee cord length, sub-surface resistor and surface float arrangement to reduce the low frequency influence of wave motion. The water depth was approximately 30 m and the hydrophones were each at a depth of around 6.5 m and 10 m. The hydrophones were attached to a B&K Pulse system and sampled with a 24-bit resolution at a sample rate of 200 kHz on each channel, providing a measurement bandwidth of 100 kHz. The hydrophones were deployed throughout the measurement period for around 6 hours whilst the survey
vessel was anchored and silent. The tidal flow peaked at around 3 knots during the measurements and although some of the measurements were performed over a slack tide, local conditions resulted in relatively high flow conditions even around the slack tide. The sea-state was relatively flat during the measurements at around Force 2. The water temperature was measured to be approximately 4.6°C and showed negligible change over a depth of 20 m.

Results and Discussion

The data gathered were extensive and so only a small sample of the data is presented here. Given that full analysis has not been completed at this stage in the project, only the third octave-band receive levels at the measurement locations are presented. To assess the characteristics of the noise generated by the dredging activity, the receive levels are shown (see Fig. 1) for the different operational conditions of the Sand Falcon. These are full dredging (sucking sand and gravel from the seabed), pumping only water (with drag head lifted but all pumps still running), no pumping but still dragging (pumps off with the drag head on the seabed). Background noise measurements were also performed on the following day once the Sand Falcon has left the area and these are also included in Fig. 1.

The results shown in Fig. 1 are for when the Sand Falcon was at its position of closest approach to the survey vessel and are taken using a 4 second spectral average over approximately 90 seconds of data in each case, except for the background noise which was from 7 minutes of measurement data. This was measured from the survey vessel using the shallower of the two Reson TC4032 hydrophones. The data clearly shows difference in the higher frequency noise levels (above 1 kHz) with full dredging approaching level that are 20 dB higher above 16 kHz when compared with pumping water only or dragging the drag head with no pumping. Although this has not been fully analysed, this does indicate that it is the effect of the sand and gravel passing through the suction pipe and pump that generates much of the higher frequency noise. It should be noted that dragging the drag head with no pumping is not an
actual operational state for dredging activities and was done as part of this exercise to help identify the
different source which contribute to the spectra.
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**Fig. 1.** Third octave-band spectra for the *Sand Falcon* full dredging, pumping only water (drag head
lifted), drag head on seabed with pump off and background noise, measured at approximately 100 m.

To assess the impact of the noise generated from marine aggregate extraction operations, it is necessary to
analyse the existing data to calculate the third octave source level data and then use this, with detailed
knowledge of the transmission loss in the area, to estimate the zones of potential impact on different
marine species. The work reported here are just the initial results from the first part of such a study.
Conclusions

A comprehensive set of acoustic measurements have been completed of the underwater noise radiated from a large trailing suction hopper dredger in shallow UK coastal waters whilst extracting sand and gravel from the seabed. Initial analysis of the receive level data in third octave-bands shows significant variation between operational dredger conditions at higher frequencies, which also indicates that the dominant noise source at frequencies above 2 kHz might be caused by the sand and gravel passing through the suction pipe and pump. The peak levels however do occur below 500 Hz and are consistent with ship noise and hull noise.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

**Fig. 1.** Third octave-band spectra for the *Sand Falcon* full dredging, pumping only water, drag head on seabed with no pumping and background noise, measured at approximately 100 m.